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Recently, interest has been sparked m recurrences for sums of powers of binomial 
coefficients. We will present four-term recurrences for I;=, (: )’ r = 5. 6. (. 19x7 
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Recently there has been a flurry of interest in recurrences for sums of 
powers of binomial coefticients. This was sparked by van der Poorten’s 
account [7] of Apery’s proof of the irrationality of i(3). The proof made 
use of the recurrence 
n’u,,-(34n3-51n’+27n-5)u,, -,$(H- 1)%1,, -0 7- 
which has 
among its solutions. Askey and Wilson [ 1 J generalized this to produce 
3-term recurrences for 
We will take up somewhat different recurrences here, namely, recurrences 
for 
c$‘= f ‘I r, 
0 k=” k 
It is well known that for r = 1, Si:’ = 2” and thus 
s:‘: , - 29, ) = 0. 
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For Y = 2 we have SA*) = ( 2,” ) so that 
(12 + 1) s;*i , - (4n + 2) sy = 0. 
Franel [3] in 1894 gave a recurrence for Sy’, 
(n + 1)’ Si3i, - (7~2” + 7n + 2) Sk3’- 8n2Si3:, =0 
and in 1895 [4] for Sip’: 
(n+1)‘~~4~~-2(6n3+9n~+5n+l)S1;2’-(4n+l)(4n)(4n-1)SIP_I,=0. 
In this latter note he conjectured that for r = 2s + 1 or r = 2s + 2 there 
exists an s + 2 term recurrence for S!:’ whose coeffcients are polynomials in 
II of degree r - 1. So far as the author knows, no recurrences for r > 5 have 
appeared and in [S] attention was called once again to Franel’s conjecture. 
We will present recurrences for r = 5 and r = 6. These recurrences have 
four terms as predicted by Franel, but the degrees of the polynomial coef- 
ticients are far larger than was conjectured. Our recurrences were obtained 
using MACSYMA and the proof we give using so-called “creative 
telescoping” also came about with assistance from MACSYMA.’ 
2. RECURRENCES FOR S;;), r= $6 
The recurrence for Sj,5) is given by 
h,(n) Sl,‘+), +h,(n) SA5)+h2(n) SL5!, +h,(n) Sj,5_12=0, 
where 
h,(n) = (n + 1 )4 (55n’ - 77~ + 28), 
h,(n)= -1155n6-693n5+732n4+715n3-45n*-210n-56, 
h?(n) = -19415n6 + 27181n5 - 7453n4 - 3289~~ + 956n2 + 276n - 96, 
b,(n) = 32(n - 1)” (55n2 + 33n + 6). 
This can be verified by setting 
p(n, k) n 5 
“(n,k)=(n-l)n5 k ’ 0 
where 
p(n, k) = 2 a,(n) k’ 
i=o 
(1) 
’ Since writing this paper, the author has been informed that Professor T. Cusick indepen- 
dently obtained the recurrence for f = 5. 
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with 
u,,(n) = - (n - 1) n5( 1875%~~ - 20647n’ + 143n4 + 4176n3 
+ 486n’- 389n - 68), 
u,(n) = 5(n - 1) n4( 15950n6 - 1688511~ - 1417n” + 3837n3 
+ 843n’ - 344~ - 96), 
q(n) = -5(n - 1) n3(22825n6 - 16445n5 - 9137n4 + 4081~~” 
+ 2644n’- 168n - 192), 
u3(n) = -5(n - 1) n’(3025n6- 25740n5 + 18205n4 + 4938n3 
- 3592n’ - 792n + 192), 
u4(n) = 5(n - 1) n(55275n6 - 77385n5 + 10859~~ + 15079n3 
- 1316n’- 1356n + 96). 
a,(n) = -435930n’ + 825957n’ - 347603n’ - 1 10277n4 
+ 58665~~ + I 192On’ - 4332n + 96, 
~~(11) = 5(55n’ + 3372 + 6)( 1335~” - 2772n’ + 1897~’ - 476n + 32), 
u,(n) = -10(55n’+ 33n + 6)(345n’ - 564~’ + 271~ - 36), 
us(n) = 20(55rz’- 63~ + 16)(55d + 3312 + 6), 
u,(n) = -40(5n - 3)( 55n’ + 33~ + 6), 
a,,(n) = 16(55n’ + 33n + 6). 
Thus 
B(n, k) - B(n, k - I ) 
It follows that 
k=O 
where we follow the convention that (; ) = 0 if k > n or k < 0. 
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Similarly for Y = 6 we get that 
where 
h,(n)=n(n+ 1)5 (91n3- 182n*+ 126n-30), 
b,(n) = -n(3458n8 + 1729n7 - 2947n6- 2295nS +901n4 
+ 1 190n3 + 52n’ - 228n - 60), 
h,(n) = -153881n9 + 307762n’- 185311n7 - 2960d + 31631~1’ 
+ 88n’- 5239n3 + 610n’+ 440n - 100, 
h,(n) = 24(n - 1)3 (2n - 1)(6n - 7)(6n - 5)(91n3 + 91~2’ + 35n + 5). 
In this case we take 
B(n, k) = P(% k) n 6 
0 n”(n- 1)3 li ’ 
where 
with 
p(n, k) = f u;(n) k’ 
i=O 
a,(n)= -(n-1)3n6(401310n8-974610n7+707175n6+53333ns 
- 218855~~ - 329n’ + 44906n* - 230~ - 4100), 
u,(n) = -6(n - 1 )3 n’( 160524n9 - 950404n’ + 1578073n7 - 808626d’ 
- 235704n’ + 256050n4 + 41987n3 - 49040n2 - 4000n + 4100), 
a*(n) = 3(n - 1 )3 n4(2690688n9 - 10568649n’ + 13201216n7 - 4174989~~~ 
-2811919n5+ 1367228n4+542875n3-252070n2 
- 49400n + 20500), 
a3(n) = -4(n - 1 )3 n3(7877961n9 - 244071 10n8 + 23193583n7 - 2777520n6 
-5857469n5+1098620n4+1103365n3-220150n2 
- 93500n + 20500), 
a,(n) = 3(n - 1)2 n2(25180337n” - 88510149n” + 107040185n’ 
-39122861n7-16526617n6+11470105ns+2557925n4 
- 2184515n3 - 98050n’ + 187500n- 20500), 
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a,(n) = -6(n - l)(n)(20599033n” - 82396132n’O + 121061458n9 
-69478592n8-2728l32n7+l6459558n6-l227l12n5-30l4552n4 
+ 550853n3 + 235190n’- 71000n + 4100), 
a,(n)= 145185313n12 - 652758197n” + 1125773642n” -- 858043458n” 
+157496110n”+148833236n7-55111064n6-23973142n’ 
+ 12589105n4 + 1066557n - 1222630n2 t 163300n -- 4100, 
a’(n) = -12( 10452624n” -41604563n’0+60939284n9-34953669nX 
- 1292330n’ + 8227973n6 - 626598n5 - 1507101n4 
+ 278520n’ + 117360n’- 35820n + 2100), 
u,(n) = 9(91n3 + 91n2 + 35n + 5)(97983n’- 435286n6 + 798830~ 
-- 78lllOn” + 436405n” - 137856n’ + 22410n - 1400), 
q(n) = -2(91n3 + 9ln’+ 35n + 5)(207241n6- 803625n5 + 1256715n4 
- 1010595n3 + 438450n’ - 96576n + 8330), 
alo = 6(2n - 1 )(91n3 + 9ln” + 35n + 5)( 11629n” - 32377n3 
+ 32613n2 - 13945n + 2100) 
a,,(n)= -12(2n-l)(91n3+91n”+35n+5)(1331n3-2877n’ 
+ 2019n - 455) 
a,,(n)= 12(2n- 1)(6n-5)(3ln-21)(91n3+91n2+35n+5), 
a13(n) = -24(2n - 1)(6n - 5)(91n3 + 91n2 + 35n + 5). 
3. COMMENTS 
That recurrences exist for Sz’ comes as no surprise if as noted in [I], 
one rewrites Sy) in terms of a hypergeometric series. In particular, if we let 
then we are guaranteed an, at most, r + 1 term recurrence forfF’(x) of the 
form 
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If we replace a by -n and x by ( -1): then we get a recurrence for SF). 
This fact was noted in [2] and an algorithm for finding the ~~(a, x)‘s was 
pointed out by Stanton [6]. All attempts we made using MACSYMA to 
find the ~~(a, x)(s for r 3 5 failed. 
The recurrences were found by having MACSYMA solve the system 
2 f  ap’S~~,~ ,=O, n = 3, 4, . . . . 50 
,=o r=O 
for the unknown u,,)s. Various values of N (N= the degree of the 
polynomial coefficients in the recurrence) were tested until the recurrences 
given in Section 2 were found. Thus, while we have no claim as to the 
minimality of the recurrences found, we do know that there are no 
recurrences of order < 3 for r = 5 or 6 whose coefficients are polynomials 
of degree < 6 (r = 5) or degree < 9 (v = 6). The telescopic proofs were 
found by having MACSYMA compute B(n, 0), B(n, l), etc., using (2). This 
enabled us to guess, for example, that B(n, k) was of the form (1) when 
Y = 5 with p(n, k) a polynomial in n and k of degree 12 in n. We then 
explicitly solved for y(n, k). 
One would expect that the techniques employed here could be extended 
for r > 6. We found, however, that the calculations involved became too 
large for our version of MACSYMA running on a VAX-780. 
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